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EM Dune Smooth

Based in the heart of Staffordshire and at 
the port of Southampton, Ethan Mason 
have over 18 years’ experience in the 
landscaping products industry and a  
real passion for paving.

All of our range is ethically sourced, and 
we have built strong relationships with 
our suppliers to ensure that we deliver the 
best product to our customers. We also 
guarantee that all of our stone is certified 
to the highest standards as well as being 
calibrated to ensure easy installation.

Ethan Mason have an unrivalled reputation 
for delivering quality products. Backed 
by exceptional customer service and the 
knowledge to inspire.
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Our premium porcelain is strong and 

hardwearing, with beautiful detailing  

to mirror real natural stone, available  

in 4 striking colours, this contemporary 

range will bring an ultra-modern feel to  

your outdoor space.

Premium  
Porcelain

New  
product
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Why porcelain?

  Man-made so it is highly resistant to 

many factors including weathering

 No additional treatments are needed

 Hard wearing and strong

  Easy to clean and maintain,  

so it is stress free

 It is non-porous.

Extend your indoors, outdoors with  

our beautiful range of porcelain paving.  

Porcelain is a contemporary and robust 

paving solution. It is resilient and has  

all the benefits of natural stone, but 

is non-porous so is low maintenance 

making it stress-free.  

 

Porcelain is made from raw materials  

such as clay, that are baked in a hot  

kiln, it is then carefully formed into paving 

with the same unique detailing and 

characteristics that you will find on  

real natural stone. You can also  

use porcelain inside your home to 

harmonise the flow inside and out. 

05EM Monaco

Important laying information found on page 34

New  
product



The EM Monaco is textured with a fine  

grain and is black in colour, this porcelain 

is full of sophistication and elegance. In a 

distinctive delicate colour of beige with a  

hint of orange graining, the EM Sienna has  

a fine textured finish. The EM Valencia gives 

your garden the leading edge in a beautiful 

silver grey colour and a textured surface, 

creating a modern outdoor space.  

Our flagship product EM Mayfair comes  

in 1200mm x 296mm planks. Its own  

unique pattern of grey, beige and brown 

captures the real effect of wood graining  

and is truly stunning.

0706

Top:  
EM Valencia

Bottom left:  
EM Mayfair –  
Image courtesy  
of Simon Gudgeon  
taken at the RHS  
Chelsea Flower Show. 
Installed by Landscape 
Concepts

Bottom right:  
EM Sienna

Premium Porcelain 

EM Monaco

EM Valencia

EM Mayfair

EM Sienna

All colours, sizes and textures will subtly vary to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. Please allow up to 2mm tolerance on every paving slab. 
Pack coverage is calculated allowing for a joint width of 3-8mm. Do not install without joints and use a flexible two pack epoxy resin grout.

Product Size Pack Coverage Calibration Quantity

EM Mayfair 1200mm x 296mm 22.4m2 20mm 60

EM Valencia 610mm x 610mm 23.1m2 20mm 60

EM Sienna 610mm x 610mm 23.1m2 20mm 60

EM Monaco 610mm x 610mm 23.1m2 20mm 60

EM Mayfair – long aspect ratio 

1200mm x 296mm

EM Valencia, EM Sienna and EM Monaco 

610mm x 610mm

Also available in 10mm for indoor application. Contact us for more details
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Our innovative value range enables you to 

enjoy all of the great benefits of porcelain 

paving at an economical price.

Value  
Porcelain

New  
product

EM Beige
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An economical paving solution but with the 

same robustness of premium porcelain.  

This value paving has a textured surface and 

is available in EM Black and EM Beige.

Value Porcelain 

EM Beige

EM Black

Product Size Pack Coverage Calibration Quantity

EM Black 600mm x 600mm 22.4m2 20mm 60

EM Beige  600mm x 600mm 11.6m2 20mm 30

Top:  
EM Black designed  
by Stuart Francis  
Professional   
Independent  
Gardener

Bottom:  
EM Beige

All colours, sizes and textures will subtly vary to mirror the variations found in natural stone products. Please allow up to 2mm tolerance on every paving slab. 
Pack coverage is calculated allowing for a joint width of 3-8mm. Do not install without joints and use a flexible two pack epoxy resin grout.

Important laying information found on page 34

EM Black, EM Beige 600mm x 600mm
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A uniquely beautiful and contemporary 

paving solution, which has a smooth sawn 

surface. EM natural stone paving is cut and 

shaped to create a calibrated finish, making 

it easier to install. This distinctive paving 

displays its individuality through its colour 

and veining variations.

Natural Stone 
– Smooth
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Create a modern outdoor space with a 

beautiful sawn natural stone patio. Available 

in patio packs Ethan Mason have a stunning 

range of colours to suit any garden and 

individual tastes. EM Vanilla is popular 

because of its simplicity. It has a natural 

blend of off white and cream tones and is 

also available in the long aspect ratio which  

is great to use as cladding on walls.  

EM Ivory is a light coloured natural stone 

having a mix of cream and beige tones,  

but with a hint of pink undertones which  

are enhanced when wet. The EM Silver  

is ultra modern and brings radiance into  

any garden. When wet the EM Silver  

also has pink undertones and veining  

which shimmer beautifully.

Product Configuration Pack Coverage Calibration Quantity

EM Vanilla Feature kit 15.3m2 20mm 48

EM Vanilla (long aspect ratio)  900mm x 150mm 9.3m2 20mm 64

EM Ivory  Feature kit 15.3m2 20mm 48

EM Silver  Feature kit 15.3m2 20mm 48

Natural Stone – Smooth

EM Vanilla (long aspect ratio)

EM Vanilla

EM Ivory

All colours, sizes, textures and veining will vary due to the nature of natural stone. Also allow up to 2mm tolerance on every paving slab.

Feature kit pack Quantity

900mm x 600mm 13

600mm x 600mm 13

600mm x 295mm 13

295mm x 295mm 9

Total in pack 48

 
Feature kit laying pattern can be found on page 31. 

Single sizes are available to order, please ask your  

Ethan Mason stockist for details.

EM Silver

Top left:  
EM Ivory

Bottom left:  
EM Vanilla 
image courtesy  
of Scotts of Thrapton  
taken at the RHS  
Chelsea Flower Show. 
Installed by Landscape 
Concepts

Right:  
EM Vanilla  
(long aspect ratio) 
designed and installed  
by MJL Garden Design
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Ethan Mason bring beauty and uniqueness 

to your garden patio with the stunning  

EM Rainbow and EM Sagar Black Cloudy 

natural stone patio packs. Both have 

distinctive colour blends and natural stone 

veining, which is then sawn to create a 

smooth surface. The patterns and mix of 

colours in both stones are enhanced when 

wet or sealed. The EM Dune is a lighter 

coloured natural stone, which is a blend 

of warming shades of yellow and a hint of 

orange. The EM Dune also has a unique 

veining running through some of the paving. 

Our EM Gurdha is a new product in the 

smooth range. Reflecting the stunning mix  

of colours that appear in the EM Gurdha 

riven stone, but with a smooth surface.  

The blend of deep orange, red, and pink 

shades are appealing to the eye and 

warming all year round.

Natural Stone – Smooth

EM Rainbow

EM Dune

EM Sagar Cloudy

EM Gurdha

Product Configuration Pack Coverage Calibration

EM Dune Feature kit 15.3m2 20mm

EM Rainbow  Feature kit 15.3m2 20mm

EM Sagar Cloudy  Feature kit 15.3m2 20mm

EM Gurdha  Feature kit 15.3m2 20mm

Feature kit pack Quantity

900mm x 600mm 13

600mm x 600mm 13

600mm x 295mm 13

295mm x 295mm 9

Total in pack 48

 
Feature kit laying pattern can be found on page 31. 

Single sizes are available to order, please ask your  

Ethan Mason stockist for details.

All colours, sizes, textures and veining will vary due to the nature of natural stone. Also allow up to 2mm tolerance on every paving slab.

Top:  
EM Rainbow 
designed and installed  
by Dynamic Landscapes

Bottom left:  
EM Sagar Black Cloudy  
with EM Vanilla long aspect 
ratio designed and installed 
by MJL Garden Design

Bottom right:  
EM Dune (wet)  
designed and installed  
by D. Roe Groundworks

New
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Riven natural stone is full of character and 

uniqueness, no two paving slabs are the 

same. The blend of colours and natural 

markings on Ethan Mason natural stone is 

charming. Riven natural stone is traditional 

in its look, however teamed with modern 

accessories it can easily be transformed 

into a modern garden haven.

Natural Stone 
– Riven
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The EM Silver is a mix of grey with pink 

undertones which are enhanced in the wet. 

EM Raj is a popular choice and is a beautiful 

mix of green, pink, beige, cream and orange 

paving slabs, these colours are also greatly 

enhanced when the paving is wet or sealed. 

Similar to the EM Raj blend the EM Gurdha 

has a much richer mix of orange, pink and 

beige paving slabs warming your garden 

space. Bringing a traditional stone with a 

modern twist, the cooling of white and grey 

hues of the EM Singoli, create a stylish 

garden setting. The undertones in this paving 

are brought out when it is wet and are a mix  

of cream and light purple in some slabs.

Natural Stone – Riven

EM Raj

EM Silver

EM Gurdha

EM Singoli

Product Configuration Pack Coverage Calibration

EM Silver Feature kit 15.3m2 22mm

EM Raj  Feature kit 15.3m2 22mm

EM Gurdha  Feature kit 15.3m2 22mm

EM Singoli Feature kit 15.3m2 22mm

Feature kit pack Quantity

900mm x 600mm 13

600mm x 600mm 13

600mm x 290mm 13

290mm x 290mm 9

Total in pack 48

 
Feature kit laying pattern can be found on page 31. 

Single sizes are available to order, please ask your  

Ethan Mason stockist for details.

All colours, sizes, textures and veining will vary due to the nature of natural stone. Also allow up to 2mm tolerance on every paving slab.

Top:  
EM Silver

Bottom left:  
EM Gurdha installed by 
Alliance Landscapes

Bottom right:  
EM Singoli with  
silver grey sandstone sets 
designed and installed by 
MJL Garden Design
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Also in the riven sandstone range,  

Ethan Mason offer EM Sagar and  

EM Fossil. When wet or sealed the  

EM Sagar is enhanced and the black 

colouring shines through, bringing a clever 

but dramatic feeling to your patio. The natural 

veining is a mix of creams and browns.  

The EM Fossil is a lighter natural stone  

with its mix of cream, pink, browns and 

beige. Limestone is still as strong and 

hardwearing as sandstone but has a more 

delicate look to it and is overall a softer 

stone. The yellow and black mix of colours 

in both of these paving slabs are delightful. 

The EM Yellow Mix creates a rustic feel 

and can be used to create a traditional or 

modern garden, but the EM Black Mix has a 

dramatic blend of grey, dark grey and black 

hues which are enhanced greatly when wet 

or sealed.

Natural Stone – Riven

EM Fossil

EM Sagar

EM Black Mix Limestone

EM Yellow Mix Limestone

Product Configuration Pack Coverage Calibration

EM Sagar Feature kit 15.3m2 22mm

EM Fossil  Feature kit 15.3m2 22mm

EM Black Mix Limestone  Feature kit 15.3m2 25mm

EM Yellow Mix Limestone  Feature kit 15.3m2 25mm

Feature kit pack Quantity

900mm x 600mm 13

600mm x 600mm 13

600mm x 290mm 13

290mm x 290mm 9

Total in pack 48

 
Feature kit laying pattern can be found on page 31. 

Single sizes are available to order, please ask your  

Ethan Mason stockist for details.

All colours, sizes, textures and veining will vary due to the nature of natural stone. Also allow up to 2mm tolerance on every paving slab.

Top:  
EM Fossil designed  
and installed by  
Golden Gardens  
and Building Ltd

Bottom left:  
EM Yellow  
Mix Limestone  
installed by  
MJL Garden Design

Bottom right:  
EM Sagar designed  
and installed by  
Dynamic Landscapes
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Natural sandstone setts are a great 

accompaniment to any patio or pathway. 

Finish off your stunning outdoor space 

with a frame of beautiful natural stone  

in one of four colours and finishes.

Our bullnose sandstone steps  

are simply stunning and can be the 

perfect addition to any professional 

landscaping project. Available in  

EM Dune and EM Vanilla in smooth  

or shot blasted finishes, our steps are 

a must have accessory to complement 

your contemporary design.

Decorative  
features

EM Gurdha

EM Raj

EM Silver

EM Granite

Please note: Lead times may apply. Always check with  

your architect and stockists before planning your project.

Please note: Quantities in sett packs are  

approximate and edges are in natural finish.

Product Size Pcs

Bullnose steps 900mm x 350mm x 50mm 19

Bullnose steps 600mm x 350mm x 50mm 38

EM DuneEM Dune

EM VanillaEM Dune

New

Product Size Pcs

Sandstone setts 100mm x 100mm x 50mm 1000

Granite setts 100mm x 100mm x 50mm 684

Granite setts 100mm x 100mm x 100mm 408

Granite setts 200mm x 100mm x 100mm 192
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The story of the stone

Ethan Mason is proud, both of its beautiful, 

ethically sourced natural stone and also  

of the excellent relationships we have with 

our suppliers, stockists and customers.

Our natural stone is captivating due to  

its unique beauty and the history behind  

its creation.

Natural stone is formed over millions of years. 

Small particles and debris in the environment 

break off from different elements and are 

compressed together by the weather to  

form layers, which then create rock.  

The many layers in both sandstone and 

limestone give their unique patterns,  

colours, shading and veining.

Natural stone can be found in various 

countries around the world. Ethan Mason 

has strong relations with Asia and imports 

Indian Natural Stone from areas such  

as Rajasthan.

Once the stone is ethically and safely 

extracted, this distinctive and hardwearing 

material is transported, cut and calibrated 

into paving slabs. It is packed into secure 

pallets and shipped to us in the UK.

In the UK we hold high levels of stock to 

ensure that orders can be delivered to our 

customers within days. Bespoke orders 

can be placed but will take longer, for more 

information speak to your EM stockist.

Our strong relationships with India give our 

customers peace of mind knowing that 

all Ethan Mason natural stone paving is 

ethically sourced. We support our suppliers 

and make regular site visits, ensuring 

good working conditions and employment 

practices. It is important to us that our 

suppliers are trading ethically and with 

integrity, creating fair treatment for all their 

workers. We are proud to put our name to 

our natural stone.

We also monitor technical processes, 

working closely with our suppliers to  

ensure the highest quality standards  

are met. Ethan Mason Paving support 

product innovation to continually improve  

our products and service to meet the  

needs of our customers.

We are passionate about natural stone and 

supporting our supply chain from beginning 

through to the end customer. We believe that 

Ethan Mason should be your first choice and 

we will support you all the way.
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The do’s The don’ts

Lay paving on a full mortar bed. Spot or dab and butt joint  

your paving. This is a big no no! 

Natural stone is natural, so remember  

that even though we calibrate and quality 

check our products, there will be tolerances 

in the sizing of the paving slabs.

Panic if you see efflorescence staining. 

This is coming from the chemical mix of the 

bed underneath, not the paving. This will 

evaporate as the patio weathers and settles. 

There are products available to buy that will 

help to remove this.

Apply a SBR bond or slurry  

to the back of each slab.

Install unless you are 100%  

happy with the product.

Expect colour variations and unique  

veining in each slab, all slabs will be  

different, because they are natural.

Add anything to your natural stone, however 

we recommend that you care for it and clean 

it regularly to help maintain it, as with all 

external materials.

The above advice applies to our natural stone range, please note additional requirements are needed when installing porcelain  
(see page 34). Our team are always available on 01543 223482 (office hours) or at info@empaving.com to answer your questions  
or offer advice on installation and aftercare products.

Dry lay the patio to make sure you  

are happy with the laying pattern  

and joint widths required.

Use any harsh chemicals on your paving. 

Always read the label and avoid products 

that contain acid.

Consider sealing your sawn paving.  

This can help to protect and enhance  

the beautiful variations of the stone.

Ignore the fact you will need to pressure 

wash and clean your patio. Cleaning your 

natural stone is important and a pressure 

washer with a patio cleaning attachment is a 

good way to keep it clean. Build up of algae 

can make it slippery.

www.ethanmasonpaving.co.uk
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Feature kit laying pattern

Overall dimensions and pack coverage includes the recommended pointing gap of 10-15mm. 
Recommended joint widths for smooth paving is 5mm-10mm and riven is 10mm-15mm. 
Laying pattern is an example only and is for use with Ethan Mason standard patio packs only.  
When using 2 or more packs of paving this laying pattern will need to be blended together. Please dry lay your patio before installation.

Please see www.ethanmasonpaving.co.uk for more details.

600 x 600mm

900 x 600mm

290 x
290mm

600 x
290mm

4570mm

3340m
m

www.ethanmasonpaving.co.uk

Ethan Mason offer a range of advice and aftercare 

support. If you are not sure what to do, how to 

clean your natural stone patio or what products 

are available to use then please contact your 

Ethan Mason stockist or Ethan Mason on  

info@ethanmasonpaving.com and we will be 

happy to help. We supply a range of aftercare 

products which can help with all aspects of 

cleaning and sealing, so please contact us  

for further details.

Aftercare

Repair, revive & renovate

Cleaners, sealers & protectors

Repair, revive & renovate

Product range approval and images courtesy of Azpects Ltd.

Paving & joint compounds
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pay any money to you by way of compensation other  
than to refund to you the amount paid by you for the  
goods in question.

On the rare occasion some natural stone products may 
become dusty and have scuff marks, this is unavoidable  
and normally happens during manufacturing and packaging, 
Ethan Mason accepts no liability for this.

Useage  
Only use natural stone products where they are intended. 

If you decide to use these products indoors it is recommended 
that you seal them adequately to help protect them from 
increased traffic and spillages. 

If you are using your natural stone as a patio, which will be 
used for entertaining, it is also recommended that you consider 
sealing the product to help protect the paving slabs from 
increased traffic and spillages.

Natural stone can also be used around swimming pools and 
hot tubs, however please seek advice from your local Ethan 
Mason stockist as some natural stone products can react with 
the chemicals used in the water. 

Natural stone can be used with under floor heating, however 
always seek advice from the under floor heating specialist 
as the thickness and size of the paving slabs may not be 
adequate for the specific heating and may reduce the 
effectiveness of it.

Natural stone can also be used on pre-made structures,  
i.e. for balconies or decking structures, however also seek 
advice from the manufacturer as the depth and size of the 
stone may not be suitable and you must also consider  
the weight of the stone on such a structure.

Looking after your natural stone  
We do not recommend the use of road salts during  
freezing/thawing conditions or pressure washers as  
both may cause damage to the surface of the paving. 

There are patio-cleaning attachments available for use  
with pressure washers, which are suitable for patio  
cleaning and will be less harsh on the surface. 

Cleaning solutions and products are available to buy,  
but always read the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Never use a cleaning product that contains acid  
or bleach 
Always carry out work on a test area first to ensure you  
are happy with the results.

Using soapy water and a brush can help to remove less 
stubborn stains, following this by using a water hose can 
remove dirt from the surface without disturbing the concrete  
or grouting between. 

Laying your natural stone patio  
Once you open the pallet, to avoid any breakages, chipping 
and other damage, we recommend that you place the natural 
stone products either on the ground or supported in some  
way to prevent falling over whilst removing the packaging  
and banding. 

Natural stone pallets and paving are heavy, you may  
require additional help when unwrapping, moving and  
installing the stone. 

It is recommended that you always dry lay your patio first  
to ensure that you are happy with the pattern, blending  
and jointing widths. 

Recommended jointing widths are:

• 10-15mm for Riven Paving

• 5-10mm for Smooth Paving.

Always lay your natural stone on a full mortar bed,  
as this can help to secure the stone properly. 

The use of a slurry on the back of the paving slabs  
can also help to secure the paving to the mortar bed.

Once your product is laid efflorescence (White/Brown staining) 
may occur. This is not the fault of the stone, and is due to the 
type of concrete mix or cement product used.  
It is a natural phenomenon, which will eventually disappear,  
and does not affect the durability and performance of the 
natural stone. 

Some delaminating may occur with natural stone, during the 
first stage of installation. This is normal and does not affect the 
quality and durability of the natural stone.

Some concrete or grouting used in-between the paving may 
leach or stain the natural stone. So it is worth contacting the 

product manufacturer and getting advice on the product  
before you use it. Normally this will dry over time. 

Consider using lighter or white cement or tile grout on  
lighter coloured paving. 

Always carry out on a test area first.

To seal or not to seal  
Sealing your paving is down to individual choice and we 
recommend you seek more advice and details prior to 
application. If you do decide to seal always try a test area first 
as sealants will create a permanent finish, either wet look or dry. 

You may be required to seal again over time, please contact the 
sealant manufacture for further guidance and advice on their 
product, the ingredients and the suggested re-sealing time. 

The Ethan Mason stockist can advise on sealing products 
available to purchase and use that are suitable for natural stone 
paving. Ethan Mason can also advise on products available, 
however cannot make the decision on which sealing product 
you use, this is down to personal choice and Ethan Mason will 
not be liable for that product.

Efflorescence  
Efflorescence can appear on the surface of any products that 
are laid using cement. Efflorescence is also shown as white 
or brown staining. It is formed by a normal chemical reaction 
between cement and water which causes lime (calcium 
hydroxide) to migrate through damp concrete bedding and in 
some cases appears on the surface of natural stone products 
which are porous in their nature.

Efflorescence can be more prevalent when concrete dries more 
slowly than normal i.e. due to mix or atmospheric conditions. 

This will disappear over time as the natural stone settles and 
reacts further with the atmosphere, and should not affect the 
long-term performance of the natural stone paving.

To reduce the risk of efflorescence we also recommend 
covering the back of the paving slab with a slurry before 
installation.

The smallprint

Why choose natural stone?  
Ethan Mason offers a beautiful range of stone to meet 
everyone’s individual style, taste and personality. 

Every single natural stone paving slab has its own 
characteristics, whether it is the colour and/or texture.  
This true uniqueness comes from a natural process  
that has occurred over millions of years, meaning that  
no two pieces of paving are exactly the same.

About natural stone  
Natural stone is strong and hard-wearing, but porous in nature 
so will soak up liquids easily. It is recommended that you 
allow natural stone time to settle once it is laid. Natural stone 
contains alkali, which will attract dirt more easily, so it is also 
recommended that you maintain it regularly. 

Weathering can sometimes have an effect over time.
Weathering can enhance the beauty of the stones shading, 
veining and/or colour.

About Ethan Mason natural stone  
Ethan Mason’s natural stone is always calibrated for consistent 
thickness to help with faster installation.

Although every measure is taken to ensure a consistent 
thickness, please allow for some tolerance with the stone  
due to its natural formation which Ethan Mason has no control 
over. Tolerance can be up to 2mm. This will also vary across 
all paving. 

Ethan Mason natural stone is sold in patio packs. Standard 
patio packs contain a total of 48 units/paving slabs. We offer 
a generic laying guide on our website, and in the brochure, 
however the packs can be laid in whichever way you prefer. 
Make sure you measure your area accurately as more packs 
may be required. 

All dimensions given are nominal and subject to manufacturing 
tolerances. The quoted sizes and coverage of our paving 
ranges, except where using minimal joints, are for the overall 
areas including appropriate joints, making it easier for you to 
plan a project and order the right pack quantities.  

Ethically sourced  
We support fair trade and are committed to trading with 
suppliers who ethically source their products. We monitor 
all aspects of the supply chain, including quality standards, 

working conditions and general employment practices. 

Our aim is to ensure that our products are delivered, using 
suppliers that have manufactured to the highest technical 
standards as well as adhered to ethical standards including:

• Fair treatment of employees

• Respecting basic human rights

• Operating ethically and with integrity.

Health & Safety 
All natural stone and porcelain products are heavy. Ensure that 
you take care when handling any of the products to limit the 
risk of injury and/or damage to the product.

You may require assistance in installing and moving, with some 
products such as Porcelain two people maybe required. 

Assess the size and weight of the product before you start 
working with it.

Decisions, decisions 
The images and colour(s) shown in our brochure are as 
accurate as reprographic processes allow. There are variations 
in colour of all natural stone products supplied by Ethan 
Mason. It is important that you see samples or the actual 
product at your local stockist before you decide on the product 
that is right for you. 

Ethan Mason does not take responsibility for any colour 
inaccuracies within this brochure compared to the products 
featured, as no two natural stone paving slabs are the same.

Please note that samples are also only a small representation 
of what the stone will look like when it is installed and all natural 
stone paving slabs are different.

Natural stone colours, textures and veining are enhanced when 
the stone is wet and/or sealed so please ensure that you are 
happy with the colour of the stone when it is wet and dry.

Ethan Mason offer a sample service, so that you can view a 
small piece of natural stone before you purchase. (Sample size 
100mm x 100mm) Samples are free of charge, but a £3.50 
postage charge will apply for each sample.

We advise that you also carry out your own research on the 
stone, contact your local EM stockist or Ethan Mason direct if 

you would like further clarification on any of the stones’ shading 
or colour variations

Make sure you are happy  
Natural stone may contain some natural imperfections,  
but this is due to the character and nature of the stone. 

We always recommend that you check the colour, veining, 
sizing and finish before installation. Also check that you are 
happy with the blending before it is laid too. If you are using 
multiple packs it is recommended that you mix the paving  
slabs from all packs to help with blending.

Again due to the uniqueness of the stone, make sure you are 
happy with the colour of the paving slabs when wet and dry; as 
wetness can enhance certain features and colours of the stone. 

No returns can be accepted once the natural stone is 
unwrapped and installed. 

All of our natural stone patio packs are checked and securely 
sealed at the source. They are also checked once they arrive 
at the port and again when they are loaded for delivery to our 
stockist(s). 

However on the rare occasion there may be some breakages 
and over 10 per cent of the pack is found to be broken, then 
contact your local Ethan Mason stockist who will advise a best 
course of action. We recommend that you keep as well as take 
photographs of the broken slabs, as we are unable to consider 
or agree an exchange without them.

Every care is taken to ensure that our products arrive in a 
satisfactory condition, in the unlikely event that this does 
not happen we recommend that you notify the stockist 
immediately, so it can be dealt with professionally and in  
a timely manner.

If the goods delivered are not what you ordered, damaged or 
defective or if you received an incorrect quantity, please contact 
your Ethan Mason stockist immediately. 

Ethan Mason shall have no liability to you unless you notify 
the stockist or Ethan Mason direct of the problem within 10 
calendar days of the delivery of the goods in question. 

We will not be liable to you for any indirect or consequential 
loss, damage or expenses, arising out of any problem you 
notify to us under this condition and we shall have no liability to 
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Carry out your own research using the Internet to ensure that 
you are happy with the maintenance and installation of natural 
stone as well as the upkeep to ensure that you get the best 
from your natural stone paving slabs. 

Although we offer advice in our brochure to help with installing 
all of our paving, we would always highly recommend you 
contact and consult with your local Installer, Landscaper or 
Builder before fixing any paving, as they can provide you with 
further professional help and advise.

No part of this brochure may be reproduced or transmitted  
in any form without permission in writing from Ethan Mason.

No charge is made for this brochure nor the advice  
given inside, therefore Ethan Mason accepts no liability 
whatsoever, either directly or indirectly arising from the  
use of its products in connection with any information  
or advice given in this brochure. 

The information contained in the brochure is for advice 
purposes only, further personal research is highly recommend.

E&OE.

The smallprint

Porcelain

1) Health and Safety

Due to the nature of all of Ethan Mason’s porcelain products, 
we recommend that you consider the following:

- Always have the correct lifting equipment for the paving.  
As all our paving is heavy. Ensure that you have support  
when lifting and carrying the products.

- Always wear gloves and safety footwear when handling  
the products.

- If you decide to cut the paving, ensure that you wear the 
correct respiratory protection and goggles for safety.

- It is also advised that wetting as well as scoring the end of the 
paving before cutting will alleviate edge and surface chipping

- Always use a suitable disc cutter with a diamond blade for 
use with porcelain. The use of a blunt or damaged blade can 
damage the paving. It is recommended that you try a sample 
cut on a sample slab beforehand.

- Ensure that all products are on level ground and supported  
if and when you remove any outer packaging.

- Always handle all products with care, as mishandling can 
result in breakages and chipping which cannot be replaced.

2) Sizes and joint widths 

Porcelain is made to mirror the same characteristics, sizing  
and textures of real natural stone, therefore please note that 
actual sizes will vary. Riven paving and fettled edges are a 
feature of natural stone and so porcelain will mirror these 
individual characteristics.

Recommended joint widths for porcelain are between  
3mm-8mm. Use spacers as appropriate. 
 
3) Manufacturing Tolerances

Porcelain paving is manufactured and because of this it  
has intentional uneven surfaces and colour to create a  
specific effect or finish. 

Please allow for some tolerance with the paving size, colour 
and texture as this will vary slightly from slab to slab to mirror 
the natural effect and characteristics of natural stone.

4) Laying Information

- Always dry lay your paving first to ensure that you are  
happy with the pattern, joint widths and finish.

- Always use a full mortar bed on a MOT Type 1 sub base.  
We advise you prepare a semi wet mortar bed which should  
be 4:1 mix sharp sand to ordinary portland cement. (As per 
normal paving installation). Please note that if the mix is too  
wet the paving will float.

- Always apply a SBR slurry bond primer to the back of each 
slab (SBR liquid and OPC cement slurry). This will ensure each 
slab fixes to the base.

- When fixing and finishing a porcelain patio, only use approved 
flexible two-part epoxy resin products pointing mix/grouts.

- Once installed and grouted avoid foot traffic for at least  
24 hours. 

- Remember porcelain is non porous ensure your installer 
creates suitable fall/drainage.

6) Internal Installation

We advise that you fix porcelain paving to a 75mm - 100mm 
concrete base using an internal/external grade flexible tile 
adhesive. 

Please note, if the concrete bed is new, allow 4-6 weeks  
before installing the porcelain paving.

7) Cleaning and Maintenance

Once the pavers have been laid we recommend cleaning  
the area to remove any excess installing residue. 

Porcelain should then only require a periodic clean to help 
keep it in tip-top condition. Professional liquid cleaners can be 
purchased to help remove more suborn dirt, grime and grease. 
However for daily dirt and residue on the surface of the paving 
slabs, soap and water will work just as well.

8) Other Information

Although porcelain is man-made and hard wearing it may  
still be affected by weathering over time.

Important information 
We constantly monitor sales to support company growth  
and products to help with product improvements to ensure  
we offer the best and right products to our customers, 
therefore Ethan Mason reserves the right to vary designs  
and specifications without notice and to change any product  
or withdraw from sale without prior notice. 

If you install a product that has an apparent defect, which can 
be seen upon reasonable inspection prior to laying, then we  
will not accept any responsibility for any replacement or for  
any other loss arising from this. 

No claims will be accepted for any reason after the product  
has been installed or if the product has been altered in any  
way after delivery. 

No claims will be accepted if for any reason the wrong  
aftercare product has been used on the natural stone  
and caused damage.

We cannot accept any liability if products are used for purposes 
other than those for which they were intended, or they are 
installed other than in accordance with recommendations. 

Sizes and joint widths throughout the brochure are for  
guidance only.

Nothing in these terms and conditions is intended to limit  
any rights you might have as a consumer under applicable  
UK law or other statutory rights that may not be excluded  
nor in any way to exclude or limit our liability to you for any 
death or personal injury resulting from our negligence.

The information contained in this Small Print section, is advice 
only; Ethan Mason accepts no liability for any loss, damage or 
injury howsoever caused as a result of following it. We would 
also always recommend you get advice from either your 
Professional Installer, Landscaper or EM Stockist. 
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Left: EM Black Mix Limestone with  

EM Silver designed and installed  

by CA Belcher Landscapes

Bottom: EM Gurdha designed and 

installed by G-Scapes of Lichfield
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Notes
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